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ABSTRACT 

E-grievance is online query transmitting system, where the queries are registered in e-form. And it is 

the platform based on web technology which primarily aims to enable submission of grievances by the 

aggrieved citizens from anywhere and anytime. E-grievance system should be built in the principles of 

governance like participation, transparency, responsiveness, equity and inclusiveness, effectiveness, efficiency 

and accountability. Hence, this work develops a user-friendly web application for transmitting the e-

complaints and to check the status of the e-complaints. In this work, tendency to contend with the matter of 

rule-based entity resolution for E-grievance. Entity resolution (ER) is a widely explored analysis community. 

Earlier, transmitting the complaints and assisting the complaints to particular terms are done in manual 

process. In this proposed system, a rule-based entity resolution for transmitting the E-grievance has been 

developed. As a result of the elapsing of your time, records touching on an equivalent entity ascertained in 

numerous time periods could also be different. Besides ancient similarity-based ER approaches, by rigorously 

exploring many information quality rules, e.g., matching dependency and information currency, abundant 

info will be obtained to facilitate to address this downside. The work use such rules to allocate the work to 

respective department automatically and the experimental results on each real and artificial information 

show that our entity resolution technique are able to do each high accuracy and potency on datasets with 

hidden temporal info. 

: E-grievance, matching dependency and information currency. KEYWORDS

                   1. INTRODUCTION 

The existing system of E-grievance depends on the definite timestamp ways, (i.e) sending the complaints 

and helping the complaints to specific terms area unit wiped out manual method. During this system, potency 

and accuracy maintains area unit less. During this system, a model is intended to live evolving prospects of 

attributes and additionally it partitions the records into blocks with matching dependencies. In this work bent to 

manage the matter of rule-based entity resolution for E-grievance. Entity resolution (ER) may be a wide explored 

analysis community. Earlier, sending the complaints and helping the complaints to specific terms area unit wiped 

out manual method. In this planned system, the rule-based entity resolution for sending the E-grievance. As a 

result of the elapsing of some time, records concerning the same entity discovered in various time periods may 

even be totally different. Besides ancient similarity-based ER approaches, by strictly exploring several info 

quality rules, e.g., matching dependency and data currency, plentiful information are going to be obtained to 

facilitate to handle this draw back. Throughout this work, the rules are assigning for the work to individual 

department mechanically. Hence, the experimental result on every real and artificial info shows that our entity 

resolution technique area unit ready to do every high accuracy and efficiency on datasets with hidden temporal 

information. This also solves the problems of entity resolution on inaccurate temporal knowledge. The work 

proposed a rule-based ER methodology to handle the entity price evolution effectively for process E-grievance. 

This tend to apply rules to assign the work to individual department mechanically and to work out the currency 

order of records from target attributes. Numerous experiments on each real-life and artificial knowledge verify 

our ways out-performs ancient ways in entity resolution on knowledge while not timestamps, and this 

methodology achieves virtually constant performance on temporal knowledge. Hence, by this planned system, 

sending of E-grievance is finished expeditiously. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

The existing system depends on the definite timestamp methods, which only reason a relative currency can order 

with currency constraints, (i.e) transmitting the complaints and assisting the complaints to particular terms are done 

in manual process. In this system, efficiency and accuracy maintains are less. Here, if the user needs to raise a 

complaint to particular department, first the user needs to create valid login for the respective department and then 

only the user can do the process. Hence the existing system is not user-friendly to user.  

       3. PROPOSED WORK 

This work aims to design a user-friendly web application to the common pupil. Hence, the work proposed a 

rule-based ER method to address the entity value evolution effectively for processing E-grievance. In this proposed 

system, the rule-based entity resolution for transmitting the E-grievance has been implemented, to overcome the 

issues faced in the existing system and hence a tendency to use such rules to allocate the work to respective 

department automatically. In this system, a model is designed to measure evolving possibilities of attributes and also 

it partitions the records into blocks with matching dependencies. 

       4. METHODOLOGY 

 

     Entity resolution (ER), also known as duplication detection, record linkage, etc. is the task of finding 

records referring to the same real-world entity in a dataset. It has been extensively studied in recent years. It also 

plays an imperative role in both data quality management and data integration. A common framework of entity 

resolution is to first find similar record pairs, and perform the threshold-based similarity join under some similarity 

metrics (e.g. Jaccard, Cosine, and overlap similarity), and then combine these pair wise results to partition all 

records into groups, each of which representing the same real-world entity. Typically, the clustering methods are 

used to partition all the records into groups. The former phase is called pair wise entity resolution. In practice, 

certain attribute of records referring to the same entity may change over time. All of these records may be valid and 

proper for describing a certain entity only at a particular time period. For example, DBLP collects researchers’ paper 

information for many years. The information for the same author about different papers may be different since the 

author’s affiliation, partners or even names may change over time. Consider another example; a Custom 

Relationship Management (CRM) system of a commercial organization may preserve multiple records for the same 

customer with different addresses in different periods. Identifying duplicate records in such system can contribute to 

discovering the latest information of customs and thus improve business practices in customer management. From 

the above scenarios, it is obvious that entity resolution on temporal data is important and interesting, which also 

brings the challenge that records referring to the same entity in different periods with quite different or even 

opposite descriptions have to be identified. Many direct similarity-comparison entity resolution methods have been 

studied to solve entity resolution problems, however such methods may fall short under some cases. The following 

Fig 1 gives the flow diagram of the methodology. 

Entity resolution (ER), which is also known as record linkage, duplicate detection, and duplicates 

identification, has been studied extensively for decades. It aims to take a set of records as input and find out the 

records referring to the same real-world entities. Entity resolution problem is typically addressed in two steps. 

Firstly, pair wise matching results are obtained through some threshold based similarity join algorithms, and then 

pair wise results are combined to cluster records into groups. Records in the same group refer to the same entity 

while records belonging to different groups refer to different entities. Researchers have developed multiple 

similarity metrics for matching duplicate records, including character-based, token-based and numeric similarity 

metrics. In addition, summarizes several common categories of ER, including probabilistic matching, supervised 

learning, rule-based approaches, etc. Also, the quality of comparison approaches is a critical factor in improving the 

efficiency of record linkage process 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the methodology 

.    5. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

       Future work includes seeking for more rules to model the evolving trend of the temporal data more accurate 

and learning efficient methods to find the rules.  The user can also register their complaints in form of images. And 

also they can upload the issue occurred area in form of video.  You could be perceived as a malcontent and 

responses in the future (for transcripts) could be lengthy. And you could alienate the committee and administration. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This work solves the issues of entity resolution on imprecise temporal data. The proposed methodology 

defined a rule-based ER method to address the entity value evolution effectively for processing E-grievance. Further 

the rules are allocated to the respective department automatically and to determine the currency order of records 

from target attributes. Various experiments on both real-life and synthetic data verify our methods outperform 

traditional methods in entity resolution on data without timestamps, and our method achieves almost the same 

performance on temporal data. Hence, by our proposed system, transmitting of E-grievance is done efficiently. 
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